
Actions list from the UKBGF November 2017 Board meeting 

Action Owner Timescale 

Diversity and Disability web page – fix broken 
link 

Julia ASAP 

Write blog post re rules changes Anna 
Once changes 
approved 

UK Tour 2018 – publish schedule Julia ASAP 

UK Tour 2018 – re-draft scoring system. Julia By next meeting 

UK Clubs Champs 2018 – book venue Julia / Sean Jones ASAP 

Harris & Hoole – proposal Darren W. Ongoing 

Produce a statement of work for Guy Haslam Tony/Julia/Peter By next meeting 

Ratings: consider affiliation policy All By next meeting 

Gridgammon: talk to Gabriella about future 
plans 

Raj By next meeting 

Send application form for grant to Winchester 
Open 

Peter ASAP 

Consider bid for European Championships 
2019/20 

All By next meeting 

Schedule next meeting Julia ASAP 

Ratings: make changes to the website as agreed 
(see addendum to minutes) 

Tony ASAP 

 

  



Minutes of the UKBGF Board meeting, 21st November 2017 

 
Present: Julia, Peter, Simon, Tony, Anna, Tim, Raj 
Apologies: - 
 

1. Actions from last Meeting 
 
All items are either done or carried over to the current action list, except where noted below: 
 
Rules Subcommittee: Proposed changes have been circulated and will now go up to the 
EUBGF for consideration. This may take some time, all agreed that universality is more 
important than speed. 
 
Hacketts: they seem to have lost interest. 
 
Ratings: The Bucksgammon ladder system, where players can challenge opponents up to a 
certain number of places ahead of them, was raised. While this format does allow players to 
select their opposition to some degree, it is sufficiently constrained that we don’t believe it is 
open to cherry-picking and therefore is suitable to go into the ratings system. 
 
Website: Guy has suggested a redesign of the site. However, we really want specific items of 
work done – emails to be fixed, Gravity Forms fixed, https implemented. Julia, Peter and Tony 
to coordinate a statement of work and liaise with Guy. 
 
Harris & Hoole: they have done membership cards for Ealing, however they only apply to 
certain branches, not their whole geographic area. No progress as yet on organising a “Harris 
& Hoole Cup”. 
 
Ratings: Tony has prepared an expanded version of the explanation, and header for the table. 
Further discussion ensued and a final agreement on wordings and filtering facility was not 
reached in the meeting. Discussion was continued by email – see addendum. 
 

2. Matters Arising:  
 
Nothing to add. 
 

3. Ratings: affiliation policy and import of historic results. 
 

Tony has emailed out an early draft of an affiliation policy – all to consider this. There are 
concerns about “closed clubs” and whether we want to insist that anyone be allowed to join. 
There are also concerns about historic results being cherry-picked. We have ruled that 
results prior to 1/1/2014 will not be entered; it seems appropriate to make the cutoff one 
year prior to the date of a historic upload in future. 

 
4. UK Tour 2017: prize 

 
In 2016 we provided personalised glass paperweights for places 1-4 (four places being 



selected as there were four players a long way ahead of the rest). It was agreed we should 
purchase these again for places 1-3, as well as a single larger trophy to be passed from one 
champion to the next similar to the Clubs Championship trophy. We estimate this to be about 
£100 for the trophy, which can be ordered immediately, and £100 for the paperweights, 
which can be done after Worcester. 
 
A cash prize was considered but felt not to be appropriate. 

 
5. UK Tour 2018 events 

 
Ten of the 2017 tour events are confirmed for 2018 in their current form, and with the 
Board’s pre-conditions: 

- UKBGF rules 
- Either a discount for members, or an added prize or side event 
- UKBGF to be credited on publicity material 

Worcester are keen to take part, and a Cambridge event is proposed for early July. The 
outstanding one is Brighton; Michael Crane has not responsed so far. Last year he was 
unwilling to agree to our conditions and we waived them, as in 2016, because time was 
pressing; for the 2018 Tour the Board agreed that we should not make an exception again, 
not least because other tournament directors and players are unhappy about the differential 
treatment. 

 
6. UK Tour 2018 Scoring 

 
It has been noted that the consolations are over-rewarded in the Tour scoring. Tim proposed 
two alternatives for remedying this: 

- That the consolation winner should be treated as being two rounds less than the main 
winner, and other positions likewise, or 

- That the consolation points should be reduced by a fixed percentage 
The first option was agreed by all. Julia to publish the new scoring scheme on the website. 
 
It was also proposed that there should be an Intermediate Tour. Players should be able to 
self-identify as intermediates, with discretion applied to rule against players who are clearly 
of significantly higher standard. At events with two divisions, Intermediate Tour players 
would be required to play in the lower division to qualify.  

 
7. UK Tour 2018: payment of prizes by bank transfer 

 
There has been some discussion between TDs about the amount of cash being held at 
tournaments, and the risks of loss, theft etc to both TDs and players. Several would like to 
arrange payment of main prizes, and possibly side pools, by bank transfer instead. It is likely 
that there will still be cash handled, in that some side pool and side event entries are made 
on the spur of the moment, but this will reduce the risks involved. The TDs are looking to us 
for an indication of support. All were agreed that it is a good idea, and that it should be up to 
individual TDs as to whether they wish to implement electronic payments. We will give TDs 
full backing if they choose to do so. 
 
There was also a suggestion that we should have a UKBGF escrow account to handle players 
who don’t trust the individual TDs to process their payments. This was felt to be unnecessary 



at this point (though we will review if early experiences suggest otherwise) – we have 
complete trust in all the TDs on the Tour and players should be assured they are all above 
reproach.  
 
 

8. UKBGF Online play platform 
 
It was suggested that there should be an online platform for UKBGF members to play on. 
Gridgammon is by far the best platform but people find the account creation process can take 
a long time and support can be unresponsive.  
 
Our conclusions were: 

- Building our own platform would be unaffordable  
- Other platforms are mostly pretty poor; even amongst the better ones, FIBS has been 

very unreliable of late, and EBIF Tiger seems incomplete. 
- Being able to carry out tasks on GridGammon like creating accounts, or doing minor 

development tasks, would probably achieve most of what we would want to do. 
 
There’s no immediate urgency for action; Raj to talk to Gabriella about future plans for 
GridGammon and whether there are any ways we can help. 
 

9. Grant towards Winchester Open 
 
The Winchester Open was significantly disrupted by police action closing the M3 in the 
vicinity of the tournament, causing a number of players to either be many hours late or turn 
back home. As a result the tournament lost about £200 rather than breaking even. John 
Wright and Kev Jones have proposed that the UKBGF grant the TD (Julia) the shortfall, the 
rationale being that we will have more events happening if TDs are not faced with personal 
losses should anything happen that is out of their control. 
 
It was agreed that it should be open for TDs and organisers to apply for discretionary grants 
in cases where there has been external disruption. These can then be considered on a case by 
case basis. It would not always be possible to cover a large loss, (eg. a large tournament has 
to be cancelled outright but the venue want full payment). It was noted that insurance, while 
desirable for a larger event, may well not be obtainable.  
 

10.  EUBGF AGM and rules ratification 
. 
(Note: Not EBIF as on the agenda) 
 
Raj has circulated the draft minutes of the EUBGF AGM. Notable points are: 
 

- They want to form an Ethics Committee 
- They want to set up a ratings system – they have spoken to Tony but have decided to 

implement their own system where ratings points die with age 
- They are looking for a General Secretary. They have had a number of applications. 
- Federations’ fees are being reduced as they have a surplus. 

 
The European Championships will be held in Gibraltar in 2018. The Board are keen on the 



idea of hosting them in 2019 or 2020; we will need to start preparing a bid if this is to 
happen. 
 

11. AOB 
 
Nothing more was raised. 
 
Meeting closed at 9.20pm. 
 
 
 
Addendum 
 
As noted above, discussion about the ratings system was continued by email after the 
meeting. The following actions were agreed: 
 

- to add a checkbox to the main ratings page, which will filter out all players with less 
than 400 experience, 

- to add explanatory wording at the head of the ratings as follows: 
 
The ratings of players with low 'Experience' figures (especially less than 400) should be regarded 

as provisional.  See “How we calculate ratings" (hyperlink) 

 
- to add a more detailed discussion of the effect of experience points on a separate 

page, linked to by the above. 
 
The Board accept that minor changes to the wording may be necessary or desirable in future. 
It is, however, important that the changes noted above get underway soon. 
 
 


